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(ME 515)  COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN ENGINEERING 

( ELECTIVE - II ) 
 
Objective of the Course : 
To familiarize the students with various numerical methods for solving mechanical engineering 
problems and also to write computer programs for various methods.   
 
UNIT - I  
Solution of sets of equations :  Introduction to numerical methods applied to engineering problems: 
Examples, solving sets of equations - Matrix notation - Determinants and inversion - Iterative methods 
- Relaxation methods - System of non-linear equations - Computer programs.  
Numerical integration : Newton-Cotes integration formulas - Simpson’s rules, Gaussian quadrature.  
Adaptive integration. 
 
UNIT - II 
Optimization :  One dimensional unconstrained optimization, multidimensional unconstrained 
optimization - direct methods and gradient search methods, constrained optimization.    
 
UNIT - III 
Boundry value problems &partial differential equations : Boundry value problems and 
charecteristic value problems :  Shooting method - Solution through a set of equations - Derivative 
boundary conditions - Rayleigh - Ritz method - Characteristic value problems.  
Numerical solutions of partial differential equations : Laplace’s equations - Representations as a 
difference equation - Iterative methods for Laplace’s equations - poisson equation - Examples - 
Derivative boundary conditions.   
 
UNIT - IV 
Parabolic Partial differential equations :  Explicit method - Crank-Nickelson method - Derivative 
boundary condition - Stability and convergence criteria.   
UNIT - V 
Hyperbolic partial differential equations : Solving wave equation by finite differences - stability of 
numerical method - method of characteristics - wave equation in two space dimensions - computer 
programs.  
Curve fitting and approximation of functions :  Least square approximation fitting of non linear 
curves by least squares - regression analysis - multiple linear regression, non linear regression - 
computer programs.    
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